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I. SlJMIvIARY 

The following study of the GADA VllS project points to the overall effi-

ciency of the project and to the general effectiveness of the plan. To a 

lesser extent, this study attempts to analyze the project's effectiveness at 

the subgoal or operational level. 1.n short, this study addresses two questions. 

1. How well were the project's plans placed into action? 

2. Did the project's planned and assumed objectives systematically 

lead to the desired achievements? 

The CADAv'RS project is an experimental police in~5~rvice training 

project. Its purpose is to expose the vast majority of law enforcement 

officers in the state to police in-service training topics through the use 

of video tapes. 

The major emphasis of this, study is concerned with how well the pro-

ject's plan was implemented and what problems the project experienced 

relative to the general areas of efficiency and effectiveness. Since the 

project is still in operation, this study may not reflect the current sit-

uation of the GADA VRS project. ·The time duration under study was from the 

inception of the project until Septemb~r 1973, a time span of about 34 months. 

Due to several constraints, hard and fast conclusions pursuant to the 

project's impact cannot be determined with any high degree of confidence. 

Neverthel~ss, the report supports the following general findings. 

1. The CADAVRS project was implemented On a scope far less than 

described in the plan • 
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The CADA\~S plan was to include all police uepartments and officer.s in 

the state. In actuality, about 15% (73) of all (490) law enforcement agencies 

in the state considered themselves participants in the project. These 73 par-

ticipating departments account for 74% of all law enforcement officers in the 

state (3,676 of 5,000). 

2. 'Uti~ization of the in-service tapes by those participating 

in the program is ,far below reasonable expectati.ons. 

Twenty-one months after the first series' of in-service tapes became 

available to all (73) participating police departments, only 35% (1,296) of 

all participating officers (3,676) had received six hours of in-service train

ing through the CADAVRS method. Approximately 75'10 (2',745) of all participating 

law enforcement officers (3,676) had received an average of three hours or 

less of in-service training by the CADAVRS method: Overall, about 26% (1,296) 

of all the police officers in the state (5,000) had taken full advantage (six 

hours of training) of the project, while 75% (2,745) h'3.d viewed at least one 

tape. ' 

3. The GADAVRS plan for resources requested did result in 

the performance of planned activities. 

Over a period of three years the GADAVRS project costs will total nearly 

$571,206 (soft match included). There is every indication that the primary 

product of this project, in-service training tapes, will be produced on sched

ule with the same amount of uniform quality. The study shows that as o[ De-

cember, '1973 the project had expended about 73% of its total estimated author

ization ($572,806) while meeting approximately 67% of its production target. 
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The project's funding period will terminace in about six months, which means 

that a short extention may be necessary in ordcr that the project can mcct 

its production target of 43 in-service training tapes. 

4. The present se-ope and utilization of the GADAVRS eroject is 

an indication of the current attitudes f:o~\Tard police law 

enforcement efforts for in-service training. 

The GADAVRS project was to Feach 68% (3,378) of all law enforcement of-

ficers in the state (5,000) throu~l direct transmission. In turn, those de-

partments which were selected as direct transmission sites were to sl.are the 

tapes with neighboring departments. Approximately 29% (1,442) of all police 

officers in the state were to be reached through this Ilsharing method." In 

actuality, however, only 298 of the expected 1,442 law enforcement officers 

in the sharing pool ~\Tere exposed to the GADA VRS tapes. This means that the 

"sharing method" or pooling efforts were only 21% effective. 

5. The actual cost per man-hour of in-service training was 

si~Lificantly more than anticipated by the project's plan. 

The GADAVRS plan anticipated a per man-hour cost for in-service training 

of approximately $7~83. The study shows that the average actual cost for in-

service training through the CADAVRS method is approximately $22.79 per man 

per hour of in-service training. The reason for the Significant variance be-

tween the expected and actual per man-hour cost 'is due to the lower utiliza-

tion of the' tapes and less than expected scope of the program. 

6. The CADAVRS proiect did not adequately seek out solutions 

to previously identified major constraints to in - service 

training for law cnforcc~ent officers. 
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The major constraints to in-service training for law enforcement were. 

:I.dehtif1ed by the Governor's Commission on Crime Prevention and Control as 

early as 1972 and reaffirmed in each succeeding year up to the present. In 

short, the Commission ~ ~ ~ staff has ;dent;f;ed, through a continuous research 

effort, the following constraints to in-service training for the vast major-

ity of police departments in the state. 

1. The lack of time necessary to carry out an in-service training 
project. 

2. The lack of in-house personnel qualified to carry out an in-se.rvice 
training project. 

3. The lack of resources and facilities to carry out an in-service 
project. 

The Commission staff report concludes: 

Without a pooling of efforts for in-service training, 
and without innovative programming for in-service 
training by the state, regional, county and local 
agencies, these problems will continue to exist. 

The two major constraints imposed upon cost/effective in-service train

i?g are the size and distribution of law enforcement agencies in the state. 

The size of a police department has a circulinear relationship to the util

ization of the in-service tapes. That is to say, utilization of the video 

tape remains high until a department reaches a certain Size, then steadily 

decreases until reaching another Size, then changes to an up-swing in the 

utilization. 

Utilization 
of 

Tapes 

Small Medium Large 

Size of Department 
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. There appears to be two factors which effect the above utilization curve. 

First Is the displacement costs for in-service training. ·Second is \vhether 

or not the department has an assigned training officer. 

For the Sma ller departments in the state, disp1acemm1t costs do not, 

generally speaking, have much effect On the utilization of the video tapes. 

This is because the training is often conducted after the officer has ~vorked 

his shift or on his days off. Their patrol time is not sacrificed or traded 

off for in-service training. 

However, as the police departments become larger, displacement costs 

for in-service training do become a consideration. Due to the increaSing 

role of form~l labor relations, medium size police department administrators 

are finding that in-service training time must be reimbursed to the officers. 

The majority of medium size departments in the state do not have a fu11~time 

training officer to schedule and coordinate the police officers on the de-

partment. This, in turn, makes it highly unlikely that the effort necessary 

to achieve maximum use of the GADAVRS project will occur. In the larger 

departments where specially assigned officers coordinate and schedule train-

ing seSSions, utilization does seem to increase. Yet, the rate of utiliza-

tion seems to decrease. 

The distribution of police departments throughout the state has a def

inite effect on the GADAVRS program. Let us aSSume for a moment that all 

police departments in the state are of equal size and equally distributed 

in the state. If this was true, we could simply calculate the program costs 

(not including capital expenditures, displacement costs and depreciation) by 

-5-



dividing the number of police officers seeing the tapes into the cost to 

produce ana transmit the tapes. This would yield a per man-hour cost of ap-

proximately $7.82. Yet none of the above holds true. The police departments 

in the state are not of equal size nor are they equally distributed. The 

result is that the ideal per man-hour costs for the CADAVRS program, based 

on the total utilization and current distribution of police departments, is 

$13.41. 

It is the opinion of the Project Evalua~ion Unit staff that just as con-

solidation of other support services (records, crime labs, etc.) increases 

cost/effectiveness, so eff6rts toward consolidation would ensure a more cost/ 

effective in-service training delivery system. Disp~acement costs could be 

.diminished through coordination between one or more police apencies. Training 

officers could be shared between departments; La~tly, consolidation of small-

er departments will reduce the costs of in-service training to a point where 

maximum utilization will occur at a rate necessary to keep the rural and 

urba~ law enforcement officer informed and trained in the latest techniques 

of this profession. 

-6-
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II. TN'l'ROnlTG'l'TON 
! 

This study will address itself to a review of the CADAVRS (Computer 

Assisted Dial Access Video Retrieval Systems) project from two perspectives. 

First, this study will revie~v the proposed CADAVRS project and ascertain 

whether or not there are variances between the proposed plan and the actual 

project as implemented. Second, this study ~vill review the activities of 

the CADAVRS project. The analysis of activities ~vil1 be carried out relative 

to the project's assumption that an achievement of activities will accomplish 

program sub-goals which in turn ultimately reach the primary program goals of 

this project. 

In sum, this evaluative study, like most evaluation research) attempts 
r 

to address itself to the three basic prograf!1 assumptions of the CADAVRS pro-

ject. They are: 

1. The assumption that the use of resources planned will 

result in the performance ~f planned activity. 

2. The assumption that each sub-goal (and its correspond

ing activity) must necessarily be attained before the 

program goals can be attained and that attainment of 

all sub-goals will result in attainment of progra~ goals. 

3. The assumption that performance of planned activities 

will result in attainment of the deSired program goals. 

The CADAVRS project, like other projects, offers many constraints rela-

tive to evaluation efforts. For example, the lack of clear and quantifiable 

program goals, the absence of reliable data and appropriate evaluation method-

ology are but a few of the more common constraints to evaluation research • 

The direct result of the aforementioned constraints, as well as other exter-
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nalities, preclude any study relative to the effectiveness of .this project 

(assumption three above). However, there is a minimum amount of data to 

undertake an analysis of prL'gram assumptions number one and two. Therefore, 

the process of this study will attempt to determine how 1'1'ell the CADAVRS pro-

ject accomplished the following: 

1. How well were the project's plans placed into action? 

2. Did the project's planned and assumed objectives sys

tematically lead to the desired achievements? 

To answer the above questions, a systematic analysis of resource alloca-

tion and program activity distribution for the GADAVRS project will be employed. 

-8-
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III. BACKGROUND 

There a.re three sta.te agencies who playa major role in police training. 

The Attorney General may promulgate rules and regulations pursuant to the 

training of peace officers. The Minnesota Police Training Board, acting as 

an advisor to the Attorney General, may research the needs in the area of 

police training and comment on the uniformity and quality of. present or pro-

posed police training activities. The Trai~ing Division of the Bureau of 

Criminal Apprehension (BGA) is responsible for the implementation of those 

rules and regulations established by the Attorney General. 

The three largest police departments in the state (Minneapolis, St. Paul 

and the Highway Patrol) conduct their own recruit and in-service training. 
( 

The BCA has been the primary source for poli~e in-service and recruit training 

for the approximately 490 other police uepartments in the state. As a general 

guideline, it is estimated that approximately forty percent (40%) of the BGA 

trai~ing division's fiscal year allocation is directed toward in-service train-

ing seminars. The remaining Sixty percent (6~1o) of their allocation falls 

under recruit training categories. 

Historically, the demand for in-service training has increased. The 

major stimuli for this demand has been the increased occurrences of crime in 

the rural areas of the state and the general attempt to professionalize or 

up-grade the caliber of police officer in the state. 

During the mid and late 1960's, a series of U.S. Supreme Court decisions 

pursuant to criminal laws and procedures resulted in the necessity for sig-

nificant operational modifications in police departments across the nation. 
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This situation stimulated the search· for alternatives to disseminating the 

aforementioned information to all police departments in-the state. 

In 1970, the Attorney General, in cooperation with the Minnesota Educa-

tional Network (KTCA -- Channel 2) proposed an innovative police in-service 

training project. The project, named CADAVRS (Computer Assisted Dial Access 

Video Retrieval Systems, an acronym for the technological delivery system to 

be used) was to economically and logistically facilitate the dissemination of 

necessary information in regard to the changes in the laws dealing with search 

and seizure, arrest, interrogation and other police operations which were 

affected by changes in the laws. 

The 1970 proposal submitted to the Governor's Commission on Crime Pre-

vention and Control (GCCP&C) describes the unique communication delivery sys-

tern as follows: 

The system to be utilized is designated as CADAVRS 
(Computer Assisted Dial Access Video Retrieval System), 
a process now in relatively wide use in schools as an 
educational tool. There will be placed, in approxi
mately 30 locations around. the state ••• video tape 
recorders (VTRS) of a designation and make sufficient 
to provide uniformity of reception and recording service. 
As noted, 30 VTRs strategically placed will bring the 
transmission to 9~1o of t~e state's law enforcement 
personnel. Each VTR will have mounted upon it an 
electric decoding device (Black Box). 

A [in-service training] program reduced for transmis
sion, placed onto a master video tape, will be placed 
upon a broadcast quality video-tape transmitter device. 
Each filed VTR will be given a specific number which 
corresponds to electronic gear on the station's master 
control board. Prior to transmission of the program, 
a simple switch will be thrown ,;rhich activates a par
ticular VTR out in the field, and, after a period of 
time sufficient to allow the recorder to come up to 
speed, the master video tape will be broadcast from 
the studio of KTCA TV, Channel 2. 

-10-

The broadcast ,vill be recorded on the VTRs automati
cally and upon as many VTRs as have had their switches 

activated. 

After transmission, a tone will be transmitted ••• 

d t the pol ice on "new" criminal lalvs In sum, the means chosen to re-e uca e 

was in-service training. h t acc omplish this was a computerized The way c osen 0 

1 . ltd for state educational delivery system of video tapes previous y lmp emen e 

facilities. known as CADAVRS, waS to be adopted for utilization This system, 

by police departments for in-service training. 
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III. PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 

A. GOALS 

The program goal of the CADAVRS project, as exp:.:essed in the first year 

grant (1970), was to bring the current police field procedures into compli-

ance with U.S. Sumpreme Court rulings relative to search, seizure, investi-

gation, arrest and interrogation. 

The second year grant (1972) had expanded goals. Along with the afore-

mentioned first year (1970) goals, the second year grant (1972) stated a 

secondary goal of preventing juvenile delinquency by training officers to 

deal With, and refer, problem children to the proper social service agencies. 

A third goal sought to increase local law enforcement's effectiveness through 
r 

the use of criminal investigation. 

The statement of goals and therefore the general intent of the CADAVRS 

project has broadened during its two and one-half years of existence. 

Originally, the grant's intention was to engage in the more legalistic areas 

of law enforcement -- that is, criminal law and procedures. However, as is 

often the case with program goals, over a period of time the goals became 

.modified and/or changed in response to real world situations. 

In the case of the CADAVRS project, the project personnel, in an effort 

to be as responsive as possible, found it necessary to compromise between the 

original first year program goals and the needs for police training as ex-

presse~ by law enforcement officials. This situation led to Video in-service 

training programs, the subject matter of which reflected the more routine or 
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traditional areas of police procedures (sec Appendix, page 30). 

B. SCOPE OF THE PROGRAM 

The CADAVRS plan proposed that approximately 90% of all police depart-

ments in the state would have the in-service tapes available to them. For 

those police departments who found themselves in the remaining 10%, 16 mm 

film copes of the tapes ~vould be made available for their use.~\-

The plan to strategically locate thirty field units~\-~': throughout the 

state, as proposed, ~vas implemented. In addition to the thirty units pur-

chased by the project, some of the larger departments already had compatible 

components of the field unit and only needed a decoder i~ order to receive 

the transmitted tapes. This brought the number of departments receiving 

transmissions of in-service tapes from KTCA to 36. Assuming, as the plan d~d, 

there would be a sharing of the tapes bet~veen those police departments re-

ceiving the transmission and their neighboring police departments who did 

not have the field unit, the expected coverage of 9~1a of the departments was 

. derived. 

The plan assumed that approximately 540 of the estimated 600 police de-

partments would have the opportunity to view the tapes. Assuming that the 

average size of a police department was, in 1970, approximately seven police 

officers, then an estimated proposed sample of 4,320 officers would have the 

opportunity to view the in-service tapes. 

~'~ Since the vast majority of program funds were expended on the video 
tape portion of this program rather than 16mm (and the majority of coverage 
was expected through video tape) nO quantitative analysis shall be conducted 
on films. 

** A field unit consists of a television monitor, a decoder and a tape 
deck. 
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d t 4n the state of Minnesota have reduced Since 1970, police epartmen s ~ 

in number while slightly increasing in estimated average size. Currently, 

it is estimated that there are a out ~ b 490 pol 4ce departments in the state and 

£f average police department size of about 5,000 law enforcement 0 icers, an 

about ten police officers (employed full and part-time). 

At the time the study was being conducted, the KTGA files indicated that 

there were 36 law enforcement departments participating in the video tape 

portion of this project. However, after further research the follm;ring break-

down of program participants was determined. First, two of the 36 participants 

listed were not, by their own admission, participants of the CADAVRS project. 

Four of the remaining 34 who had complete Or partial ,field units purchased by 

the GADAVRS project were not using them for in-service training. That is to 

say they were taking advantage of the project without a commitment to the 

For the pU,rposes of this study the sample size used goals of the project. 

. h' t t Table 1 shows the distri-will be 34 law enforcement agencies ~n t e s a e. 

bution of those departments receiving CADAVRS transmissions. 

·TABLE 1 

DISTRIBUTION OF CADAVRS FIELD UNITS BY LOCATION 

AREA DISTANCE FROM % DISTRIBUTION 
CODE CENTER OF SMSA NUMBER OF CADA VRS UNI TS 

1 50 Mile Radius 15 44"/0 

2 100 Hile Radius 6 18 

3 150 Mile Radius 6 18 

4 200 Mile Radius 5 15 

5 250 Mile Radius 2 5 

TOTALS . 34 100% 

Under the distributi On scheme di'splayed in Table 1, the CADAVRS project 

video tapes would reach an immediate .P-.9licc audience of npproximatcly 3,378 

police officers (see Table 9). That is, the 34 departments capable of 

directly receiving transmissions from KTCA represented approximately 68% of 

all law enforcement of~icers in the state and approximately 17% of the est!-

mated total number of police departments .in the state. The remaining law 

enforcement officers not directly receiving the in-service tapes would, accord. 

ing to the CADAVRS plan, share the equipment and tapes with a police department 

near them which did receive the video tapes. 

This meant that the remaining 357 (73%) police departments (approximately 

1,442 officers) were expected to share the tapes with the 34 departments w'hich 

received them, bringing the total viewing potential up to 90% of the police 

departments in the state or about 4,820 law enforcement officers'. The remain-

ing 10% of the police departments in the state (about 49 departments or 180 

policemen) w"ould be supplied with 16 mm film copies of the tapes. * 

TABLE 2 

1 NUMERICAL ESTIMATES BASED ONCADA VRS I'LAN 

ESTIMATED ESTIJvlATED EST. NO. ESTIMATED RATIO 1vJEN ~REA TOTAL NUMBER POLICE IN EXPECTED NO. VIEWING PER UNITS CODE POLICE OFFICERS RECEIVING DEPTS. TO SHARE FILM COPIES INSTALLED 
1 3,000 2,837 163 -- 200 
2 1,000 256 644 100 150 
3 750 211 489 50 117 
4 150 61 74 15 27 
5 100 13 72 15 43 

I I I 
TOTAL 5,000 = 3,378 + 1,4·42 + 180 

*According to the project director, 14 police departments have requested the 
16mm film copies. This means that 29% of the total number expected to have 
realized the 16mm film copies of the first series have done so as of March, 1974. 



C. PROGRAM RESOURCES* 

The expenditure of line item authorizations shown in Table 3 are, based 

on the full three years of the CADAVRS project, even though it has not, at 

this time, completed its third and final year. 

It also should be noted that during this project's first year of 

funding ( 1970), grant awards were made under a quarterly application 

procedure. After the completion of this project's first year, it was not 

awarded a second year continuati on until federal fiscal year 1972. Since 

that time it has been continued a third time during federal fiscal year 

1973 • 

* Resources are defined as all personnel, equipment and material used by 
this project. A distinction will not be made in the calculation of total 
resource costs between the grantee's costs (soft match) and the federal or 
state cost (hard match). 

An argument can be made for not including the soft match costs as costs 
of a project. The reason for such a position is the assumption that soft 
match monies tend to be over stated by the grantee and in many cases exist 
on paper. 

This may be true to SOme degree. However, in this instance, if soft 
match monies are not included in the total costs then the assumption is 
that hard match and soft match costs are equally proportionate within each 
line item and program activity. 

The calculation of soft and hard match costs in the total resource 
costs formula seems to be the best alternative. However, one must recognize 
that this alternative assumes that the worth of a soft match dollar is equal 
to that of a hard match dollar. 

.. 16-

TABLE 3''( 

CADAVRS LINE ITEH AUTHORIZATIONS 
~ 

FY1s 1970 - 71; 72 ~ 74 
-

% OF % OF % OF 
IT TOTAL FY TOTAL FY TOTAL 

1970 FY 1972 FY 1973 FY TOTAL % 

Personnel $82,813 35% $39,262 23% $37,L~69 22% $159,544 28% 

Professional 
4,800 2 29,800 17 32,250 19 66,85(; 12 Services 

-
Equipment 95,626 41 85,370 50 82,620 49 263,616 /16 

Travel 7,500 3 2, 750 2 2,420 02 12,670 02 

Other 43,972 19 14,154 8 12,000 08 70,126 12 
_. -

!572,S06 1100% , TOTAL $234,711 100% $171)336 100% $166,759 100% 

( 

The above table shows that the majority of funds were authorized for 

personnel and equipment. Both of the aforementioned line items ,.;rere primarily 

costs related to the services rendered by KTCA. 

The noticeable increase in professional services between year one (1970) 

and year two (1972) of the project is the result of two factors. First, costs 

for experts used in the training tapes were moved from the personnel line item 

to the professional services line item. Second, approximately 30% of the 

increase in the professional services was the result of unanticipated dubbing 

costs and maintenance costs in the form of personnel cost for an electrical 

* These cost figures were supplied by yearly program budgets from the 
CADAVRS file. There maybe small differences between the authorizations and 
expenditure figures. However, it is not the intent of thip report to audit 
the CADAVRS program but rather to use figures which closely reflect project 
expenditures • 
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engineer. An engineer was required as users experienced difficulties in re-

ceiving the transmission of tapes from KTCA. This probl-em necessi.tated dub-

bing (copying) several tapes in the KTCA studio at an additional cost,to the 

project. 

About 33°,{, of the first year's authorizath'n of the equipment line item 

represents capital expenditures in the form of thirty field unitst These 

field units (excepting the decoder, which is a leased item) are the property 

of the Attorney General's Office. The decoders are acquired by contract lease. 

The present arrangement of ownership of the monitors allmvs the project direc-

tor to exercise a certain amount of control over the location of the units. 

In theory, the director may relocate any field unit, in order to achieve the 

goals of this project. However, in actuality few if any field units which 

are not being utilized to their maximum have been relocated to date. Part of 

the problem is the CADAVRS project lacks the necessary policy guidelines or 

criteria in regard to substandard utilization of the tapes by departments 

who have GADAVRS field units. During this study the project director. of 

CADAVRS was concerned with this problem but did not appear to have a solution 

at hand. 

The two percent (710) increase in personnel costs from FY 1972 to FY 1973 

is attributable to the hiring of the project's first full-time project 

director. 

The present full-time project director was hired on or about October, 

1973 for the purpose of attacking the problem of utilization. Since the direc-

~~ For purposes of calculating the per man-hour costs of in-service train-
ing the capital expenditures were subtracted from the total FY 1970 budget, 
as well as expenditures for 16 mm films. 
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tor has been aboard only a few months, it is impossible to evaluate his im

pact on the project. 

Based on financial and 0 pr gress reports submitted periodically by a 

staff member of KTCA, it appears that the use of planned resources did result 

in the performance of planned activities. 

Quarterly financial ,statements of the CADAVRS project were assembled 

e perlo cover.e in Table 4 below reflects de-into the following table. Th ' d d 

T e CADA VRS pro" clared expenditure up to and including December .31, 1973. h 

ject runs until the end of FY 1973. 

. 

TABLE 4 

CADAVRS ESTIHATED LINE ITEH EXPENDITURES (% OF 
( 

\UTHORIZED )1~ -

FISCAL YEAR FISCAL YEAR FY 1973-74 
1970; 71 - 72 1972 -73 (TO 12-31-73) 

Personnel 107% 9golo 17% 
. 

Professional Services 100% 88'10 0% 
-

Equipment 130% 84'10 0'10 

Travel 80% 43% 6% 

Other 1000/. 100010 18% 

The grantee was able to stay well within the allowable 15% reallocation 

of monies between line items of hard match funds. For example, during the 

... excee U/oare usually expenditures of *Line item expenditures wh~ch d 10~J 
the soft match variety. This same general rule holds true for item expen
ditures which resulted in less than 50% of the total item being expended. 
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first year of funding 130"10 of the itemized authorization for equipment was 

expended. A closer review of: this line item reveals that the vast majority 

of this "cost overrun" was in KTCA's soft match monies. On the other hand, 

Table 4 shows only 43% of the authorized expenditures for travel in fiscal 

year 1972-73 were actually used. Again, the majority of non-obligated funds 

in this line item was soft match monies. 

Fr~n the perspective of KTCA, their primary responsibility was to pro

duce the proposed number of in-service training tapes within the funds 

awarded, and within the guidelines pursuant to reallocation of line item 

authorizations. The analysis of resource authorization and expenditure as 

juxtaposed against the following table seems to support the position that 

the CADAVRS project met with a certain amount of success af defined by KTCA. 

TABLE 5 

CADAVRS PRODUCTION SCHEDULE (AS OF 12-31-73) 

FEDERAL PROPOSED ACTUAL % OF 
FISCAL YEAR PRODUCTION PRODUCTION PLANNED 

1970 12 12 100% 

1972-1973 15 16 100+"10 

1973-1974 16 0 0% 
-

TOTAL 43 28 65% 

f 

According to the financial and progress reports filed with the Governor's 

Commi,s.sion on Crime Prevention and Control, this project experienced a 32'10 

increase in efficiency between its first (1970) and second (1972) years of 

operation. The costs for production and dissemination of the master tapes 
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declined from $15~515.00 per master tape in 1970 to $10,671.00 per master 

tape in 1972. This reduction was accomplished during the Same time the pro-

ject was reduced by 10% in total authorized resources. 

The above observation tends to support the pOSition that those resources 

which specifically relate to the activity of producing the number of tapes 

proposed did, in fact, result in the performance of planned activities. In 

this regard5 there is no significant variance between the actual performance 

of this project during the duration of this study. 

D. PROGRAM ACTIVITIES 

This section of the report addresses. itself to the second program assump-

tion. That'is, the assumption that each subgoal (and corresponding activities) 

must necessarily be attained before the program goals can be attained, and 

that the att'ainment of all subgoals will result in attainment of program goals. 

In short, this section attempts to determine whether the program's activities 

in actuality met expected attainments. 

Within this section, the study identifies and categorizes groups of 

tasks which must be carried out in order to accomplish deSired subgoals (or 

object.ives). Therefore, before a CADAVRS video tape can attain its desired 

or expected impact, the program must systematically carry out the following 

activities. 

1. The research and development of in-service training video tapes. 

2. The production of in-service video tapes. 

3. The transmission of in-service training Video tapes to partici

pating law enforcement agenCies. 

4. The utilization (viewing) of the in-service training video tapes 

by participating law enforcement agencies. 
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Program activities arc defined as work performed by the CADAVRS pro-

ject personnel, equipment and supplies in the service of a goal. The 

activities, listed above and discussed in this section, are broad work cate-

gories which generally reflect thr; process of the CADAVRS project.~" 

The general category of research and development includes sub-activities 

such as de'Cermining the topics for in-service training; selecting the location 

of the video ta?e units in the field; researching the subject matter for each 

training film; &o.c~ring experts to appear in various training films; and re-

viewing the content of each film after editing and prior to transmission. 

The product~on category may include sub-activities such as ,.;rriting the 

scripts for each training segment; filming the dramatization for each seg-

r 
ment; determining the proper location for fi~ming on location and editing 

the film footage. 

The transmission category may include the sub-activities relative to 

the operation of the communications network, known as CADAVRS, which dissem-

inates the master training tapes to all field video tape receivers simultan-

eously. Maintenance and repair activities for this communication system may 

~lso be a part of this general category. 

The last category, utilization, may include all those sub-activities 

which relate to inducing the local law enforcement participants to use those 

training films that have been produced. 

*In order to determine the distribution of activities within the CADAVRS 
project, operational definitions of activities had to be created. These 
activities, as defined, are categorizations which were created to assist in 
the systematic analysis of subgoal impact. 
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Certain sub-activities performed by the municipal police departments. 

could, under most circumstances, be included within the utilization category. 

However, this analysis does not include the costs and activities of implemen-

tation from the perspective of the user. There[ore, police man-hours allocated 

toward training are not a part of the total cost of this project. 

1. Resource Allocations and Activities Priorities 

TABLE 6 

PERCENT ALLOCATION OF CADAVRS RESOURCES BY ACTIVITY 
I ~ _ 

, 
.~,-

PROFESSIONAL 
ACTIVITY PERSONNEL SERVICES TRAVEL EQUIPHENT 

Research and 
Development 45% 4% 34% 18% 

Production 54 72 54 61 _ ... -
Transmission .5 22 0 11 

",f.,,_ 

Utilization .5 2 12 10 

-
I I ':J TOTAL 100% 100% 100% 100% 

Table 6 shows the percent of total resources (measured in dollars and 

derived from Table 'i) allocated to each'activity.* For example, those oper-

ational tasks which come under the activity category of producti<:>n (filming, 

editing, etc.) took approximately 45% ($41,000.00) of the total monies allo-

cated toward personnel over the three year period.""* Table 7 gives the 

""'The majority of proposed allocations of resources by activity have re:mained 
constant throughout the three years of this project. 

**Since the program is in its third year, the remaining months of expen
ditures were estimated based on past expenditures • 
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reader an approximate emphasis in regard to the rank order of program activities. 

--
TABLE 7 

RANK ORDER OF CADAVRS PROGRAM ACTIVITIES 

ACTIVITY MEAN P~RCENT 
'ii'-

Production 60% 

Research and Development 25% 

Transmission 8% 

Utilization 6% 

From the perspective of the producing of a quality product, the emphasis 

on the two aforementioned program activities appears reasonable. Before one 

can produce a creditable police in-service film, it must be properly researched. 

After the research is completed, the next subgoal is to produce a viable, hi'gh 

quality product. In the case of CADAVRS, both program activities appear to 

be evaluated as somewhat successful by those departments that used the video 

,tapes. 

According to the Executive Producer of the CADAVRS project, a KTCA employee, 

a substantial amount of :ffort was directed toward researching the subject 

matter of each training film. It was theorized that the validity of the tape 

was an extremely important variable which would enhance the tapes credibility 

with police users. Furthermore, an extraordinary effort was made in the pro-

ductionphase to film at as many different police departments as economically 

possible. The project people assumed that by using actual police personnel 

and equipment, realism and drama would be incorporated into the tapes. This 

factor was also assumed to have 'a positive relationship to utilization of tapes. 
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Simply stated, it was the position of the project's logic that the quality 

of the final product and the degree to \vhich it met the demands (needs) of 

the users determined the rate of utilization. 

Based On the data available, the following table was created in order to 

display the user's evaluation of the quality of the first series of tapes. 

TABLE 8 

FIRST SERIES TAPES - USER'S RATING OF gUALITY 

ADHERENCE REALISM EXTENT 
USER TO DEPT. OF OF NEW 

RATING £OLICY SITUA.TION KNOWLEDGE 
-

Excellent 31% 3Z'1o 19"10 
~ ~ 

Good 49 29 35( 
-

Average 11 21 29 

Medium 5 12 14 

Poor 4 6 3 
F' 

TOTAL (N=35) 100% 100% 100% 

The majority of police departments who had seen the tapes ,and responded 

to the questionnai're rated the overal quality of the tapes favorably. For 

example, seventy percent (7~1o) of those departments responding thought the 

tapes were above average in regard to adhering to their departmental policy. 

This indicates that this method of training can be done on a statewide basis 

and still relate individually to the vast majority of police departments. 

This finding would seem to question the ongoing argument that there is a need 

for more "tailor made" training sessions in the Various regions of the state. 
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Fifty-rour percent (54%) of the respondents considered the extent of new 

knowledge gained from the first series of tapes to be either excellent or 

good. Further analysis of the data did not give any clues as to why such a 

large number (46%) would rate the new knowledge gained from the first series 

of tapes to be average or below. There appears to be two plausible explanations. 

The Bureau of Criminal Apprehension has incorporated some criminal law and 

procedure material (basic subject of the first series of the CADAVRS project) 

starting as early as 1962. Secondly, the Bureau of Criminal Apprehension has 

held in-service training seminars on this same subject matter. Therefore, it 

is not too unlikely that a substantial minority may hav~ had previous exposure 

to this material. Nevertheless, the gen~ral consensus of the users was favor-

able in regard to the overall quality of those tapes which made up the first 

series. 

A more comprehensive analysis on the relationship between the project's 

resource and activity allocation, and the user's evaluation of the overall 

quality of in-service tapes, was hindered due to the absence of pertinent 

data. This study cannot determine, with any confidence, the optimum ratio 

between resource and activity allocation (input), and the change in the over-

all evaluation of' the tapes by the us~rs (output). 

Therefore, given the present resource allocation levels and activity 

priorities of this project, the tentative conclusion of this study is that 

production schedules have been met within the proposed time period with a 

certain amount of positive feedback frem the users regarding the overall 

product produced. However, the study is unable to draw any conclusions as 

to whether the present funding· allocations are the "best" or whether more 
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economical reallocations within activity categories wciuld result in any 5ig-

nificant change in the overall evaluation of the project by ,its users. 

In conclusion, the activities relative to research and development. ~.;rere 

to identify, through a participatory effort, the in-service training needs of 

police in the state and develop a well-documented video tape presentation in 

those areas where the greatest needs for in-service police t~aining were 

thought to exist. Second, the activities relative to production' were aimed 

at ensuring that the final product was credible and pertinent to the users. 

To achieve this sub goal of production, the strategy of allowing the users to 

participate il1 the actual filming sessions (as actors and consultants) ,.;ras 

to be employed. There is ample evidence that the project did in fact deploy 

and maintain the aforementioned tactics to achieve its desilt'~d subgoals. 

2. Utilization 

Utilization is the last of four logically related activities necessary 

for the CADAVRS project to achieve its goals.* The activities preceeding 

utilization (research and development, production and transmission) have as 

a part of their sub goals the optimization of utilization. For example, par-

,ticipation by the \lsers (police departments) in the research and development 

of subjects for in-service training tapes was a desired sub goal which ,.;ras 

assumed to be correlated to maximum utilization of the tapes at a future date. 

The use of actual law enforcement personnel, equipment and a great amount of 

"location shooting" during the filming of the in-service, segments (the pro-

duction activities) was also a tactic to enhance the utilization of tapes by 

*The third activity, transmission, was not addressed in this report 
because of its technical nature. 
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during production to achieve credibility. provining user input 

The analysis of the utilization of the first series of tapes will be ap

of answering two questions toJhich relate to proproached from tbe perspective 

gram assumptions one and two. 

1) 

2. 

, t real1.'zed in actuality (program Was the scope of the proJec 

assumption one)? 
Did the project's strategy have the expected impact on util-

ization (program assumption two)? 

, f h' hapter is reprinted Table 2, originally presented in Sect1.on Bot 1.S c 

h ProJ'ected scope of this project 
below in order that the reader may compare t e 

with actual utilization of the CADAVRS tapes. (See Table 9) 

-
TABLE 2 

" 

NUMERICAL ESTIMATES BASE]! ON CADAVRS PLAN ... 

ESTIMATED EST. NO. ESTIMATED RATlO MEN 
ESTIHATED PER UNlTS NO. VIEWING NUHBER POLICE IN EXPECTED 

AREA TarAL FILM COPIES INSTALLED 
RECEIVING DEPTS. TO SHARE 

CODE POLICE OFFICERS 

2,837 163 .. - 200 
1 3,000 , 150 256 644 100 
2 1,000 

211 489 50 117 
3 750 

61 
, 74 15 27 

4 150 
13 72 15 43 

5 100 

5,000 3,378 + 1,442 + 180 
TOTAL 

Table 2 is based on the narrative of the CADAVRS grant as submitted to the 

Governor's Commission on Crime Prevention and Control. The current estimates 

1.
'n the state and the estimated number of police .deof total numbers of police 

h 'bl Lastly, the total numbers of police in partments was also used in t is ta e. 
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each area, in the preceeding table, is based on an estimated distribution .of 

sixty percent (60%) in area one, twenty percent (20%) in area two, fifteen 

percent (15%) in area three, three percent (3%) in area four and two percent 

(2%) in area five. 

Table 9 reflects the ~~l .scoP;: of the CADAVRS project as of 'September 

1973 .~\' Hore recently, however, the newly hired project director has reallo-

cated five field units which are not considered in the table below. 

TABLE 9~\'* 
, 

ESTIMATE OF ACTUAL CADAVRS - AUDIENCE AS OF SEPTEMBER, 1973 

(1 ) (2) (3 ) (4) (5 ) (6) 
ESTIHATED ESTUfATED ESTUfATED ESTIHATED % 
NUHBER OF NUHBER OF NillfBER OF ALL POLICE 

AREA POLICE POLICE IN POLICE ESTIHATED CAPABLE OF 

CODE OFFICERS DEPTS. WITH REACHED BY NET TOTAL BEING REACHED 
IN AREA FIELD UNITS SHARING REACHED BY CADAVRS 

1 3,000 2,837 80 2,917 97% 

2 1,000 256 72 328 33% 

3 750 211 39 250 33% 

4 150 61 57 118 78% 

5 100 13 50 63 63% _ ... -
TOTAL 5,000 3,378 298 3,676 7410 

-

*Based on questionnaire administered to participating departments in 
September, 1973. 

~b\'Table 9, column three represents all policemen who arc (at the time 
of this studY) employed by departments which were chosen as field unit sites 
or transmission sites. Column four represents the "actual" number of law' 
enforcement officers who had been reached by this project through sharing with 
the selected field unit or transmission sites. Column six displays the es
timated number. of police capable of being exposed to the in-service training 
tapes. These numbers were deriverl by adding column three to column four. 
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The base, line of Table 9 (column'three) s,hows that approximately 3,378 

law enforcement officers were reached by the location of- the field units. 

Another 298 officers were reached through the efforts of sharing (column fou~). 

This means that approximately 3,676 (column five) police officers were reached 

by the CADAVRS delivery system and sharing method or about '74% of all the law 

enforcement officers in the state (based ,on the 5,000 total police officer 

es timate). 

Comparing Table 2 with Table 9, it is apparent that the program expecta-

tions in regard to sharing CADAVRS tapes were overestimated. In column four, 

Table 2, we see that in order for the CADAVRS project to reach maximum pro-

jected exposure 1,442 police officers must share the films and equipment ,with 

the selected f:eld unit sites. In actuality, 298 policemen, or about 21% of 

those expected to share, were in fact reached. 

On the macro scale, the project projections were that about ninety percent 

of all police departments in the state would be reached by the in-service video 

tapes. In reality, however, the officers in 77 of the 490 police departments, 

or about sixteen percent (16%) were reached.;':' Over half of these departments 

had units housed within their departments. 

Further analysis of the data from the September questionnaire supports 

the tentative conclusion that the actual utilization of the in-service 

training tapes by those reached (see Table 9, column six) is less than ac-

ceptable. 

*This percentage (16%) is based on the estimate of 490 police depart
ments in the state rather than the project's estimate of 600 police depart
ments i.n 1970. 
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During the time of this study, four of the 34 departments which received 

dire'ct transmissions of the CADAVRS tapes from KTCA were not' utilizing the 

in-service tapes. 

TABLE 10 

POLICE DEPARTMENTS NOT UTILIZING CAD~VRS AS OF SEPTEt-mER % 1973 

(1 ) (2) (3 ) (4) 
AREA NUMBER OF NUMBER OF 
CODE DEPARTMENT OFFICERS DEPTS. SHARED 

1 Minneapolis Police Department 890 0 

1 Ramsey County Sheriff 60 0 

1 Rice County Sheriff 32 0 

1 Dakota County Sheriff 39 3 

TOTAL 1,021 3 

As the above table displays, approximately 1,021 policemen in departments 

which had direct access to CADAVP.S were not utilizing the films. This means 

that 28% of the approximate 3,676 police officers reached by this project 

(Table 9, column five) were not using the'in-service tapes. In turn, the 

total number of departments utilizing the tapes is reduced to 73, or approx-

imately fifteen percent (15%) of all law enforcement agencies in the state. 

The questionnaire of September, 1973 also sought to determine the rate 

of utilization of the first series (12 tapes) over time. Each department 

that received direct transmissions of the tapes from KTCA (34 departments 

in all) were asked the following questions 21 months after the last tape in 

the first series had been sent to all of the 34 departments: 

"Has your department viewed the entire series of 12 tapes?" 

"Total number of men in your department viewing first series." 
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llTotal number of men in your department viewing partial series." 

Since the aforementioned questions were asked only of the 34 departments 

which directly received transmissions from KTCA, the remaining 42 departments 

who participated in the program (by sharing the tapes) are not represented. 

However, the 34 police departments who were questioned did represent the vast 

majority of those policemen who did view the CADAVRS tapes. 

Table 11 presents the total amount of CADAVRS indservice training in 

each location. 

TABLE 11 

AMOUNT OF CADAVRS TRAINING HOURS BY LOCATION 

(1 ) (2)'( (3 ) (4 ), .• , .. '''''0 (5 ) (6) (7) 
NUMBER NUMBER NO. POLICE NUMBER EST. TOTAL EST. TOTAL 
POLICE TRAINING VIEWING TRAINING NO. POLICE # MAN HRS. 

VIEWING MAN HRS. LESS THAN MAN HOURS VIEWING 1 TRAINING 
AREA ALL 12 VIEWING ALL ALL 12 FOR VIEWING OR MORE AS OF 
CODE TAPES 12 TAPES TAPES SOME TAPES TAPES SEPT. 1973 

1 680 4,080 1,316 1,974 1,996 6,054 

2 290 1,740 38 76 328 1,816 
_ 3 155 930 85 213 240 1,170 

4 108 648 10 45 118 693 

5 63 378 -- -- 63 378 

TOTAL 1,296 7,776 1,449 2,308 2,745 10,111 

*Included in this column are all officers who saw the tapes through the 
sharing method. It was assumed all 298 officers in this category Saw the 
first series in total. 

*i~hese figures are derived from the coefficients in Table 12. The values 
found in Table 11, column four, are highly sensitive to the aforementioned 
coefficients. 
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Column two of Table 11sho~vs those o[fi.cers 1 
Wl0, as of September, 1973, 

have viewed ~ of the first series of tapes (12 tapes, onc"half hour in 

length). Column three presents the runount of man-hours of in-service train-

ing gained from the CADAVRS proJ"ect. C 1 f d o umn Our isplays the number of 

police officers in each locat;on tllat ha . d .... ve v~e~vc less than all of the fj rst '--- . 

series. 

Through further analysis of the Septembe", 1973 ... questionnaire it ~yas 

determined that, for those officers who had seen ~ th~ all of the first 

series, an estimated average of vie,,,,ing tl'me per ff o 'icer, by location, could 

be derived as follows. 

-. . 
TABLE 12 

( 

ESTIHATED AVERAGE ~E~ NA.NH.oUR· OF CADAVRS TRAINING 

AREA ESTIMATE PER HOUR PER HAN 

1 1.5 
2 .. 

2.0 
3 2.5 
4 Lf.5 

5 6.0 

The average per man-hours of in-service training in Table 12, multiplied 

by the values in column four, Table 11, produces the total amount of man-hours 

of training for those officers who have Viewed less than the complete first 

series of tapes (column five, Table 11). Column six and seven of Table 11 

presen't the results of add;ng column two d f d h .... an our; an , tree and five 

respectively. 
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Table 11 displays that about 21 mdnths after all transmission sites had 

received the entire first series, approximately 35% (1,29&) of the 3,676 

police officers who had the tapes available to them had seen all the first 

series of tapes. Said another way: after the first series had been available 

for 21 months, only 35% (1,296) of the estimated total number of officers 

reached (3,676) through this project had received the full six hours of CADAVRS 

in-service training.* Thus, approximately 26% (1,296) of all law enforcement 

officers in the state (5,000) have se~n the entire first series in total, 

The maximum number of law enforcement officers reached by the project 

was approximately 3,676. Seventy-five percent (75%) of those officers reached 

viewed some (one hour or more) of the first series. This means that 55% 

(2,745) of all 5,000 law enforcement officers in the state have received some 

(one hour or more) CADAVRS in-service training. 

The next analytical procedure will determine the actual costs per man-

hour of training received through the efforts of the CADAVRS project. 

TABLE 13 

CADAVRS ESTIMATED PER MAN-HOUR TRAINING COST FOR FIRST SERIES 

AS OF SEPTEMBER, 1973 

AREA FIRST SERIES FIRST SERIES LOHEST FIRST SERIES 
CODE IDEAL - N = 5000 POSSIBLE - N = 3,676 ACTUAL - N = 2,745 

1 4.56 4.69 6.85 

2 5.47 16.69 16.69 

3 7.29 21.89 22.81 

4 30.41 38.66 38.66 
5 19.32 28.96 28.96 

AVG. PER 
MAN HR. 13.41 22.17 22.79 
COSTS 

*The observation assumes that all (298) ofhcers in the "shared" category 
took full advantage of this project and saw the first series in total. The 
opposite assumption would reduce the statistic to 24% instead of 35%. 
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In column one, Table 13, are shown the per man-hour in-service training 

cost for the CADAVRS,project by location, based on the assumption that all 

police officers in the state had seen all the first series. 

Table 13, column two represents the lowest possible ~ figures that 

can be attained through the pro ject' s efforts as of September, 1973. These 

cost ratios are based on the total number of officers (3,676) reached directly 

by this project. Column three presents the estimated actual costs of the 

CADAVRS project as of September, 1973. It is evident that actual costs (column 

three) are higher than the lowest possible costs in column two (based on the 
, 

total number of law enforcement officers reached, 3,676 ). 

Table 13, columns two and three show that the per unit costs of the pro .. 

ject and the lowest pOSSible costs increases as the geographic distribution 

increases. Since the density of law enforcement officers is less in the out-

state areas, it is not to surprising to see that as the geographic distribution 

of the project expands, both the actual and lowest possible per unit cost 

. increases. 

However, comparing columns two and three, Table 13, shows that the. var-

iance between actual and lowest possib~e costs decreases as geographic dis-

tribution of the project increases. Thus, the area ~vhich has the highest 

potential utilization (area 1, basically the Metro area), and therefore the 

best potential for lowest possible per unit co'sts, when compared to other 

areas has'the highest variance between actual and possible cost. This seemS 

to point out that any strategy developed to reduce overall per unit costs of 

the project must effectively deal with location area number one. Even though 
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the per unit costs are nearly twice as high in the outs tate areas when compared 

to the metro (area one) location, the efforts which will yield the maximum 

payoffs (per unit cost reduction) will be der.ived in better utilization of 

this project in the metro area. 

The cost figures in Table 13 for the outstat~ locations three and four 

(200 and 250 mile radius from St. Paul) show that the greatest reduction in 

costs can be achieved by expanding the coverage of the CADAVRS project. 

Unlike the problem in the metro area, "the outs tate problem rests with the num

ber of police officers ~ being reached by sharing, not the non-utilization 

by those who are being reached through direct transmission. 

In sum, Table 13 shows those areas where more officers must be reached 
r 

by this pro j"ect and where utilization of the" tapes by officers already reached 

must be increased. 

Through the efforts of this study, it was discovered the ~tua1 utili

zation of the CADAVRS tapes does "not compare favorably with the expected 

utilization foreseen by the CADAVRS project personnel in 1970. 

The CADAVRS project, as of September, 1973, had provided approximately 

10,111 hours of in~servicetraining. There were about 2,745 police officers 

involved in this project. This means that on the average each participating 

officer received four hours of training at an aQQroximate average Qer man-hour 

cost of $22.79. This cost figure does not include personnel costs (hourly 

wages)" which the employer must pay when the employee is viewing the tapes. 

The actual scope of the program was significantly less than the projec~ions -
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made by the CADAVRS plan in 1970. The" CADAVRS r-lan projected the scope of 

the program to reach approximately 90% of all police depa1:"tments in the state 

with video tape sessions. In actuality, only 15% of the state's policq de

partments were reached by video tape. Coverage of 15% (73 police departments) 

resulted in approximately 3,676 police officers being reached by this project. 

Of the 3,676 reached, 35% (1,296) had received the full six hours of exposure 

to the in-service training tapes and 75% (2,745) of those reached had re-

c eived between one and three hours of training. Se t f (3 6 6) ven y- our percent , 7 

of all (5,000) police officers were reached by this project. Those officers 

who had been reached and viewed at least one hour of a CADAVRS video tape 

represented 55% (2,745) of all (5,000) police officers in the state while 

only 26% had obtained the maximum six hours of training from the first series 

of video tapes. 
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1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

CADAVRS 

A series of twelve televised programs on the subject of search nnd seizure 
will be available to Mirtual1y e~ery police officer in the state of Minne
sota through the facilities of the Hichvestern Educational Television 
Network. 

"Legal Information." Produced with the assistance of the St. Paul Police 
Department and the Attorney General. This film is an introduction to 
the series. It explains the Constitutional provisions Hhich guard a cit
izen's right to be free from unreasonable search and seizure. 

IiArrest and Probable Cause to Arrest." Produced with the assistance of 
the Hankato Police Department, the At·torney General, and the Minnesota 
Legislature. This film is about a hearing in a committee of the Hinnesota 
House of Representatives on a bill to make misdemeanors as well as felonies 
subject to the rule of "probable cause." 

"Informational Probable Cause." Hade with the assistance of the Hennepin 
County Sheriff's Office, the Hopkins Police Department~ the St. Paul 
Police Department and the Edina Police Department. The officer's own 
observations on "probable cause" are discussed in this film. 

"Information -- Reliable/Untested." Hade with the assi;.'tance of the Oiva
tonna Police Department, the Minnesota State Patrol, the Ramsey County 
Sheriff's Office, and the Bureau of Crimina1.Apprehension. Cases are 
used to explain how ~he information obtained even from unknown sources 
may be used along with other factors to develop "probable cause." 

5. "Neutral Factors Affecting Probable Cause." Hade with the assistance of 
the Brooklyn Park Police Department. This film shows how neutral or cir

. cumstantia1 evidence can help to substantiate an officerls suspicions so 
as to develop a "probable cau'se" for arrest. 

6. "Stop and Frisk." Hade with the assistance of the St. Cloud Police Depart
ment, the Windom Police Department, and the Mankato Police Department. 
This film presents Cases and rulings involving the nature and limitations 
of "stop and frisk." 

7. "Limitations on Searches Incident to Arrest -- Part I." Hade vrith the 
assistance of the Edina Police Department, the St. Paul Police Department, 
the Roseville Police Department, the West St. Paul Police Department, and 
the Brooklyn Center Police Department. This film deals specifically with 
the search of vehicles. 

8. "Limitations on Searches Incident to Arrest -- Part 11." Made with the 
assistance of the North St. Paul Police Department. Several cases are 
used to demonstrate what provisions are necessary to justify a "reasonab1el! 
search. 
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9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

Na'de with the assistance of the NO.rth 
f S h d Seizure. 1I 

• h C stal "Rules 0 earc an . P' I police Department, t e r:y c 

St. Paul police Department, the St. ,au t· 'nt ehe Cass County Sher 
1 R 'lle pollce Depar me , 

police Department, t 1e oseVl l' . Department the Bloomington 
Sheriff's Department, The Maplewoo~ pODlce t "nt and'the Beltrami, County 

B 'd" pollce epar m~ , 
police Department, th:, e~l J~ 1 'th court rulings on searches. 
Sheriff's Office. Thls fllm ea s Wl 

f h West St paul police 
Arrest." Made with the assistance o· t e h M' I ood 

"Entry to . P ul police Department, and t e ap ew 
Department, the North St. a sholvS what the Supreme Court has ruled 
police Department. This film 
constitutes IIforcible entry." 

I' with the assistance of the Crystal 
"Search Warrants/No Knock. Mad

d
e

p l' Department the Edina police 
t the Maplewoo 0 lce , , ' 

pol.ice Departmen , - Sh' ff' s Office. Illustratlons are 
Department, and the Anoka County erl lly and IIno knockll 

h Workings of search warrants genera 
used to emphasize tLe 
in particular. 

, S II Made \vith the assistance of the 
IIField Identification and Llneup. 'ton police Department. This 
Duluth police Department and the ~loomlng b tween fiold identification 

'1m shows the similarities and dlff:renc:s e -
!~d the better controlled "lineupll Sltuatlon. 

The second 
variety of 

, f CADA VRS films are concerned \vi th a wide 
and third serles o. " M' esota. 
problems of interest to police offlcers In lnn 

, , , II Made with the assista~ce of the Mankato 
"Detoxificatlon -- Program #1. D to 'fication Center, the Ramsey 

t he Blue Earth County e Xl police Department, C ty Detoxification Center. 
County Sheriff's Office, and the Rl~msOe~f,~~ndiS:usses the detoxification 

, All f the Attorney Genera s l M' ota 
Dlck yo 0 h' h 't presents to lan enforcement in lnnes • 
law and the problems w lC l 

, . # II ade with the assistance of the Attorney 
"Detoxification -- Program 2. M l' D rtment This film expands 

ff' d the Maplewood Po lce epa • 
General's 0 lce an, d' h f'rst detoxification film. 
on the questions ralse In tel 

, h 't ce of the Edina N e Checks " Made Wl th t e aSSlS an 
"Forgery and, True am ., ko former Captain of the Forgery-
police Department and Mr. Joe Rusln , t Th's program dis-, l's police Departmen. l 
Theft Division of the,M~nneapo.l er and theft by check. There is a 
cusses the laws pertalnlng to for~ Yh' ea the problems of prosecu-

1 ' of the laws In t lS ar , 
detailed exp anatlon , , he film very effectively points out 
tion, and the penaltles lmposed. ~ h ft and between felony and misde
the differences between forgery an t e 
meanor offenses under the Minnesota statutes. 

II Made with the assistance of the 
"Theft/possession of Stolen Propert~. ered are the various theft 
Bloomington police Department. ToplcS cov 't'ons under them; the various 

bl 's'ng from prosecu l 
'statutes and the pro emS arl l 'd or (e g shoplifting); and some 

f h ft from felony to mlS emean •• , 'k' d f types o· t e , , ' dealing with the varlOUS In so' 
of the problems the offlcer faces In 

theft. 
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, 17. 

18. 
, 
( 
V 
1 

I 19. 

I 
I 

20. 

I 21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

IIFirst Man on the Scene -- Part 1.11 Produced wi th the assistance of the 
St. Paul Police Department. This ~rogram discusses both the legal and 
the procedural responsibilities of the patrol officer faced with the task 
of investigation of a crime scene. 

IIFirst Man on the Scene -- Part 11.11 Made. \vith the assistance of the 
Anoka County Sheriff's Office and the laboratory section of the Bureau 
of Criminal Apprehension. This film demonstrates how local agencies can 
work with the B.C.A. when specialized laboratory facilities do not exist 
locally. 

IIInterrogations and Confessions. 1T Ted Rix of the Hennepin County Attorney's 
Office discusses the methods of interrogating suspects and Ivitnesses, as 
well as the legal problems \vhich interrogation entails. 

IIAggravated Assault/Sex Crimes." Made with the assistance of the St. Paul 
Police Department and the Fridley Police Department. This program dis
cusses the laws pertaining to assaults and the investigation of such crimes. 
The crime used as an example is a rape in "Thich the victim has been assaulted. 

liThe Officer in Court. 1I Marv Green of the Ramsey County Public Defender1s 
Office discusses the legal and procedural responsibilities of the officer 
who testifies before a court of law. The Rosevill Police Department pro
vides the officer used in the courtroom setting. Am9ng the points dis
cussed are notetaking} and the use of notes in court, cou~troom procedures, 
and methods of asking and answering questions in court., 

liThe Officer and Domestic CaUs -- Family Crisis Intervention." This 
program is about .vays of handling people \vho find themselves in crisiS 
situations, such as husband-.vife disputes, and ways of dealing ,vith the 
mentally disturbed. The film covers legal responsibilities in these sit
uations, psychological methods of dealing with crisis Situations, and 
self protection ontthe part of the officer. 

Films 23 - 28 all deal with the juvenile offender. 

"History of the Juvenile Court. 1I The laH looks at the juvenile offender 
differently than it looks at the adult offender. A juvenile could be 
incarcerated for years for an offense that could mean a sentence of only 
6 months for an adult. The program explains the lmvs and rights covering 
a juvenile, how the courts have viewed them, and how they came about. 

"Juveniles by Lmv. 11 What is a juvenile? Does he have rights greater or 
less than those of an adult? Can he be treated as an adult? How do 
police handle a juvenile offender? This film deals with all of these 
questionC' with the help of the Bloomington Police Department. 

"From Apprehension t.o Disposition. 11 Two juvenile offenders are apprehended 
by the White Bear Lake Police Department. One is a first offender and the 
other has violated his probation. Judge Archie Gingold discusses the flow 
of events from firs l ' custody to court disposition of the two cases. 



26. liThe Philosophy of the JuveniLe Court System •. " Judge Lindsay Arthur 
explains and demonstrates ho\" the juvenile court views the yourrg. A 
juvenile hearing is shown as he might conduct it, revealing the respon
sibility of the juvenile'S parents, the cor~ections department, and the 
court. 

27. "Options of the Court." The options open to the court in smaller towns, 
as well as the greater Metropolitan area, were filmed in Bemidji •. Judge 
Marcus Reid, a group home, a foster home, and institutions share their 
stories. 

28. "Options Open to the Officer." What choices does a police officer have 
when dealing with juveniles? Sgt. Dave Knefelkamp of the Stillwater 
Police Department, Juvenile Officer Carmen T.Jee of the Worthington Police 
Department, the Rosevill School District and the Ramsey County Sheriff's 
Office comjunicate with juveniles before and after they have a brush 
,-lith the law and help many of them to "get their heads on straight. 11 
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